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Abstract

It is known that compactdifferenceapproximationsexist for certain operatorsthat are higher-orderthan stan-

In this work we presenta generalapproachfor develop- dard schemes.As an example,for the 2D Laplacian,the
ing high-ordercompactdifferencing
schemes
by utilizing differencecoefficients
at the nine grid pointscorrespondthe governingdifferentialequationto help approximate ing to the compactpatch of four cellssurroundinga given
truncation error terms. As an illustrative applicationwe node can be selected so that the second-order truncation
considerthe stream-functionvorticity form of the Navier error termscancel[19]. More generally,by utilizingthe
Stokesequations,and providedrivencavity results.Some governingdifferential equation it is possibleto produce
extensions to treat non-constant metric coefficients resultalternative lower-derivativeexpressionsequivalentto the
ing from mapping from a physicalto a referencedomain higher-order
truncationerror terms[12]. Thesealternaand to 3D potentialproblemsare considered.Supporting tive expressions
can then be differencedcompactlyon the
numerical studies showingthe higher-orderrates of con- stencil,and this leadsto a family of compacthigher-order
vergenceand the local superconvergence
at the nodesare difference
schemes
[9, 10, 11, 1].
presented.
In the presentwork we provide a general formulation
and approachfor developingsuch higher-ordercompact
Key words: high order.finite difference,compact.
(HOC) schemes
for the prototypesteadyellipticdiffusion
and convection-diffusion
problems. We considerthe extenAMS subject classifications: 47B07, 65N06, 65N15.
sion to problems with non-constant convection coefficients
and apply this strategy for the decoupledstream-function
vorticity formulationof the Navier-Stokesequations.Com1
Introduction
parison studiesof the higher-ordercompact methods and
standardmethodsfor the drivencavity problemare made.
The standard strategy for generatinghigher-orderdiffer- We also examine the effects of non-constant metric coeffienceschemesis to expandthe stencil (see,for example, cientsassociated
with mappingfrom a nonuniformgrid on
Leonard[8] or Castillo[4]). This hasthe obviousdisad- a physicaldomainto a uniformgrid on a referencedomain.
vantagesof creatinglargermatrix bandwidths,complicat- Finally, we presenta compacthigher-orderschemefor the

ing the numerical treatment near the boundaries and increasingcommunicationrequirementsfor implementation

on parallel computerarchitectures.In light of the problems causedby non-compactfinite differenceschemes,it

Poissonequation in three dimensions.

2

High-order

compact schemes

is desirable to develop a class of schemesthat are both

the elementary,
high-orderand compact. Hirsh [7] conductednumerical To introducethe basicidea,let usconsider
experimentswith a classof high-ordercompactschemes
in steady,1D convectiondiffusionequation,
which the first and second derivatives are treated as un-

knowns.This resultsin a mixedmethodand the approach
is different than in the presentwork.
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(1)

where½isthetransportvariableofinterestandc andf are
smoothfunctionsof x. We define•x½i,n -- 1,2 to be the
standardcentraldifferenceoperatorfor the n-th derivative
of ½ at point i on a uniformgrid of meshsizeh. Central
differencing
(1) yields

(2)
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where •-i is the local truncation error at node i,

(3)
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•% seekto approximatethe leadingterm in (3) and

includeit in the difference
formulation
to yieldan O(h4)

1e-02

method. Assuming the solution is sufficiently regular, we

may accomplish
this by differentiating(1) to yield
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which can be approximated compactly as
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6•fi+O(h2).
Relations(4) and (5) can be combinedwith (3) to yield
the new truncation error expression:
h2

Figure 1: Convergencefor 1D convectiondiffusion,c = 10.

asymptotic convergencerate m of the error E at the point

x = 0.75 for the centraldifferencescheme(CDS), upwind
differencescheme(UDS) and the HOC scheme,computed

byusing
theresults
forthemeshes
h = •2,h = •4' These
Ci(•xfi
h-(•.•fi
I q-O(h4),
which we can use to increase the accuracy of our approxi-

mation (2). The resultinghigh-ordercompactschemeis

-- Ai6x220i
q-Ci6xOi-- Fzh-O(h4),

In addition to greater accuracy.HOC schemesmay suppressor eliminate spuriousnumericaloscillationsthat arise
in more standard lower-order schemes. For example, the
HOC schemefor the homogeneous
1D convection-diffusion
equation with constant convection has been proven non-

oscillatory[12,15]for all valuesof the productch. This is

where

h2

(7)

experimental rates match the theoretical rates.

= 1+

h2

demonstratedin Figure 2 for the case c = 50, h = 1/8,
which clearly violates the well-known cell-Peclet condition, ch < 2. Obviously, the CDS solution exhibits nonphysical oscillationsin the solution, while the HOC solution is smooth.

h2

(9)

The curvesin Figure 3 correspondto boundson the con-

Fi = fi + • (6•fi- ci6•fi)
.

dition numberfor eachof the 3 schemes(CDS, UDS, and
HOC) for the 1D convectiondiffusionproblem. Here, we

The asymptotic convergenceof the HOC formula ob-

havegraphedthe boundas a functionof cell-Pecletnumber

tainedby droppingthe O(h4) termfrom(6) hasbeenver- ch. For a given ch the values of the curves give condition
ified previously[17]. We presenthereconvergence
results numberboundsfor large N (small h) for eachof the refor the modelproblemc(z) = 10, f(x) = 0 on (0, 1) with spective methods. Clearly, utilizing the HOC correction
boundaryconditions½(0) = 0, •(1) = 1, whichhas ex- terms results in a slightly higher condition number, which
e cx --1
act solution0 = •_•_œ.Figurei showsthe experimental implies that an iterative solver should require more itera-
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Figure 2: CDS and HOC solutionsfor c = 50, h = 1/8.
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For the purposesof this study, we will considerwall boundary conditions,as thesepresentsomedifficulty in maintain-

ing high-orderaccuracy. The velocity relationships(12)

(13)

.,/'[

5

On= +V•, O'•'
= O,

wheren is the directionnormal to the wall, and s is tangent
to the wall. The latter equation implies ½' is constant on

•: .....................

I
-5

Oy' v = Ox

can be used to relate any velocity boundary conditions to
the stream function. For a wall boundary moving tangent
to its surfacewith a constantvelocity V•,, the no-slip. nopenetration condition becomes

.........

8

4

u=

10

the boundary.Transportequations(10) and (11). together
with velocityrelations(12) plusboundaryconditions(13)
completethe mathematicaldescriptionof the fully coupled

Figure 3: Condition numbers for CDS, UDS and HOC in
1D as a function

stream-function vorticity problem.

of ch.

3.1

tions to solve an HOC system than it would for CDS or
UDS systemsfor the same problem data and grid. Somewhat surprisingly, however, HOC formulations have been

HOC

formulas

The HOC approximationto this systemof equationscan be
derived in the same manner as for 1D convection diffusion

and canbe foundin [18].The HOC schemefor (10)is

demonstrated
[16]to solvefasterthan CDS or UDS using
gradient-type solvers.This may indicate that HOC eigenvaluesare more tightly clusteredor that HOC is particularly well-suited for diagonal scaling, which was utilized in
the aforementionedexperiments. This result, coupledwith
the fact that HOC schemesallow for much coarsergrids,
give HOC schemesa considerableperformanceadvantage
over more conventional

3

schemes.

Stream function vorticity

As an illustrative practical application we consider the

HOC solutionof thestreamfunction(•))/vorticity(•)form
of the 2D Navier-Stokesequationsfor steady,incompress-

(14)

_

2

h

22

1+ 'i-5' +

%+

The HOC approximation
for (11) is morecomplicated
due
to the non-constant convection velocity. It can be expressedconveniently in the form

(15)
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wherethe coefficients
Aij, Bi;, Cij, Dij, Fij and Gij are

95

but a third-orderapproximationis possible.For example,

at theupperleftcorner(xl' y•), wecanapproximate
On

given by

in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Summing
these results and replacinghigh-order terms with appro-

]./2

:

+5

-

priate difference expressions,we obtain

h2

h

h2

Cu = cu+ •

2[5•+ 5•

•uS•- dij5y]cij,

(19)
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Dzj = dij+ • [• + • - cij•x
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dij,
h2

=
Gij

=

+

+ -

-

3.2

5yCij-- cijdij + 5xdij,

and we let cij ----Re.uij, and dij = Re.vij.

We must

also approximate the velocities u and v to a consistent
degreeof accuracywith respectto the rest of the numerical
approximation. The HOC formulas are
h2

(16)ui; ----6•c'•j
+ • (6y•ij
+ •½i•) + 0(•4),
h2

which are to be used in the vorticity transport equation.
Compact approximationsto the normal boundary con-

dition •

= •,.

HOC

results

In the present work we use a decoupled block iterative
schemeto solvethe stream function vorticity system. Solution proceedsfrom an initial vorticity iterate by first solv-

ing (14) for •b with Dirichletboundaryconditions,using
the current valuesfor •b and • to update the velocitiesus-

ing (16) and (17). Thenthesevaluesareusedin (15), (18),
and (19) to solvefor •, at whichpoint the iterativeprocedure can be repeated. In practice, successive
iterates may
have to be under-relaxedin order to converge. That is to
say, if • is the stream function computedfrom the first
half of the decoupledalgorithm, then ½ at iteration level
n + 1 is given by

that maintainthe samehigh-orderof

½n+1__a:½'+ (1 - w)Vn,

accuracy present a nontrivial challenge. This relationship requires one-sided differencing of ½ which in turn

where •

yieldstruncationerrortermsof O(h), O(h2), and O(h3)
whichmustbe approximated
compactly
to yieldan O(h4)

problem with known solution by specifying the stream-

method. Still, such an approximation is possible. For example. consider a vertical wall on the left side of a rectangular cavity. After some algebraic manipulation, the HOC

approximation
to- • •J= Vl;
(lS)

--(•x
•lj --

-]-6 x

h3
(1•½
Vlj•y(•y2)]
Clj
-+-O(]g4)
---24

h3/•+c2
vtj- •-•
• • %v•j-f•) + O(h4),

is the relaxation

factor.

To illustratethe O(h4) accuracy,we constructa test
function

• -- --8(X-- 2•2)2(•/
-- y2)2
ontheunitsquare• = (0,1)2. Thecorresponding
vorticity
function,derivedfrom equation(10), is

( = 16[(6x
2- 6x+ 1)(y- y2).o
+ (x - x2)2(6y2
- 6/7+ 1)],
and the velocities,derivedfrom (12) are

u = -16(x- x2)2(y-/72)(1- 2y),
v = 16(x- x2)(1- 2x)(y- y2)2.
This modelproblemwasdesignedsothat the no-slip,no-

wherethe operator6•+ denotesone-sidedforwarddiffer- penetration condition holds for the velocities u and v on
encing. Similar conditionscan be derived for the remaining three walls of a rectangular cavity and lower-orderex-

pressions
(whichwill be neededlater) maybe obtainedby
droppingthe appropriatehigher-ordertermsin (18).
Boundary conditions at the corners are handled in a similar manner. The restricted geometry at the corners prevents the derivation of a fourth-order compact formula,

the boundary. The flow is driven by the forcing function
f, which is constructed by substituting the above func-

tions(, u and v in (11). In the followingnumericaltest
we solve the linear Stokesflow problem, Re = 0, to better isolate the effect of the choiceof boundary condition
accuracy. The fourth-orderschemeis applied in the inte-

riorandO(h2),O(h3) andO(h4) boundary
conditions
are
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Figure 4: HOC vorticity error convergenceplot on the

Figure 5: HOC vorticity error convergenceplots at the

boundaryfor the (•'. () modelproblemwith Re = O.

midpointfor the (•. () modelproblemwith Re = O.

compared. Figures 4 and 5 show the vorticity error at a be foundin [18], but someconclusions
are summarized
representative
boundarypoint (x = 0.5, y = 0), and at here. The fourth-order boundary conditions can lead to
the midpoint (x = y = 0.5) respectivelyfor a succession oscillationsin the vorticity solutionalong(and only along)
of meshesand for each of the following implementations

the moving wall if the cell-Pecletcondition, Re ßh < 2 is

of the wall boundaryconditions:O(h2) boundarycondi- violated. An example of this is depicted in Figure 6. This
tionsare labeled:'SECOND"in the plots,O(h3) bound- is most likely due to the presence of the convective term
ary conditions
arelabeled"THIRD," andO(h4) boundary tangent to the wall in (18). Supportingthis conclusion
conditionsare labeled "FOURTH." The experimental convergencerates at the stated points are computed as in the
1D example. and are seen to agree with the theoretical

is the fact that no oscillations appear on stationary walls

rates.

term which contains

The second problem studied was the lid-driven cavity
flow. a standard test casefor steady Navier-Stokescomputations with numerous published results that can be used
for comparison purposes. This problem is complicated,

For this reason, third-order boundary conditions were
usedto solvethe driven cavity problem. In a similar vein,
at the two upper cornerswhere singularities exist, lowerorder corner boundary conditions worked best. Therefore,

(wherethis term is zero) and no oscillationsappearat all
if third-order BCs are utilized by neglectingthe high-order
the convective

contribution.

however,by the presenceof two cornersingularities[6].

O(h2) BCs,thelowest-order
approximation
whichstilluti-

We consider the unit cavity again with horizontal lid ve-

lize the vorticity were used at the corners.

locity u = 1, v - 0 along the top. On the remainingsides

As an example of HOC driven cavity results, we present
results for the relatively convectivecase of Re = 1000 on
The HOC (•b,() approximationprovideshighlyaccurate a coarsegrid of 41 x 41. For such data, the CDS solution
resultsfor the drivencavitywhenO(h3) boundarycon- is wildly oscillatory and not included. The UDS yields
ditionsare used. Somewhat
surprisingly,
though,O(h4) smooth but inaccurate results. We compare our HOC reboundary conditions result in isolated oscillations in the
sultsto the fine-grid(129 x 129) second-order
resultsof
vorticity on the moving wall. More complete results can Ghia, et al [5]. Figures7 and 8 showcross-sections
of the
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Figure 6: Vorticity on the four boundariesof the driven

Figure 8: Driven cavity results for the vertical velocitv

cavityproblemfor Re = 1000andO(h4) boundarycondi- component along the horizontal centerline, Re = 1000.
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Figure 9: Driven cavity results for the vorticity along the

movingwall,Re = 1000andO(h3) sideboundaryconditions.

velocitieson the interior of the cavity, and Figure 9 shows of these issuesand give an indication of future areas of
the vorticity along the moving wall. Clearly, the HOC
research in the area of HOC finite differences.
results are far superior to the UDS results and achieve accuracy comparable to the reference results using roughly

10• of the numberof grid points.

4.1

4

It is common practice in numerical methods to map the
given problem from the physical domain •2 to a reference

Some

extensions

The HOC examplesshown so far give promisingresults,
but there

are some undesirable

restrictions.

For exam-

ple, the approximations described above require uniformly

spaced meshes. Also, HOC schemesoffer the greatest
promisefor 3D applications,but the algebraiccomplexity
of these numerical schemesgrow with problem dimension
and complexity. In this section we hope to addresssome

Nonuniform

grids in 1D

domain
• andto solvethetransformed
problem
approximatelyon• usinga uniform
difference
grid. Sincethe
HOC methods have been constructedfor uniform grids,
this mapping formulation is a natural approach for extending the ideas to nonuniform grids. However, as we
shall demonstrate, there are additional considerationsthat
must be addressedfor the compactschemesto remain highorder.
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u = 20.0, Exact Metrics

As a first step, we restrict the treatment to the 1D case
and again considerthe model convectiondiffusionequation

(20)

le+00

d2o+ u(x) =

le-01

le-02

with the familiarboundaryconditions
0(0) = 0, 0(1)= 1.
Let us constructa map x = x(•) to transform(20) from a
gradedmeshon 0 _<x _<I to a uniform meshon 0 _<• _<1.

le-03

The transformed equation is simply
1e-04
/

(21) - •xx d•'7+ •

dx2] • = •'
UDS
m = 0.99
CDS
m= 2.00

le-05

where•(•) = 0(x(•)), a(•) = u(x(•)),•0(•)= g(x(•)),and

themetric
coefficients
• and•d•-•-2i
now
enter
theformulation. It is well knownthat the metric coefficients
in (21)
mustbe approximatedaccurately.Here, we are specifically
interestedin retaining accuracywithin the high-ordercompact framework.

Providedthe map is regularand non-degenerate
(sothat

le-06

le-07

le-08

d-X"
rig' • 0) wecanwrite(21)convenientIv
• in theform

(22)

- d2c}
+ d•=

0.10
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o
.....
+
---

m
=HOC
4.00
-[]
--.-.
1
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MeshSize

Figure 10: Convergenceresultsfor 1D convectiondiffusion
on a nonuniformgrid with exact metrics, u = 20.

where

(23)

C(•): dx dx
2 f(•)_ •0

was computed in the same manner as the 1D example on

uniform grids at representativegrid point xi = x(•i =
0.75), and is graphedin Figure 10 against mesh size h
Equation(22) is in exactlythe sameform as (1), so we on a log-logscalefor the centraldifferencescheme(CDS).
can applythe previousHOC schemein (6) to the mapped upwinddifferencescheme(UDS) and high-ordercompact
problem. However,note that the coefficients
in (7)-(9)
(HOC) scheme.The calculationsfor the high-orderscheme
involvedifferences
of the rational expressions
in (23) and utilize full knowledgeof the analyticmap (24) to compute
these, in turn, contain first and secondderivatives of the
transformation function. This implies not only more com-

putational work to implement(6), but alsoraisessomeimportant open questionsconcerningthe effect of the transformation and difference approximations in the compact
formulation.

Consider the model 1D test problem again. To illustrate
the idea let us introduce the mapping function

(24)

x(()= • + 2 sinw•, 0 5 • • 1,

where V is the grading p•ameter.

The map is invertible

themetric
derivatives
• anddd2•-•
exactly.
andtheoptimal
superconvergent
O(h4) rate is obtained.

In practice, the map may not be specifiedanalytically
and the metric coefficientsmay have to be differenced. We
examine the effect of this approximation using the grid
from the preceding test. That is, we take precisely the

nonuniformgrid generatedby (24) and evaluatethe en-

triesin (23)at eachpointbylocally
differencing
fordd-•x

anddd•.Thiswould
bea natural
approach
given
anarbitrary gradedmesh{xi}. The resultsfor the compact
formula (6) with this approximationare summarizedin

for I•/•< 1; • > 0 corresponds
to compression
(clustering) Figure 11. Note that the effect of approximating the metto the right and similarly to the left for 7 < 0. In the

ric derivatives by differencesis to degrade the asymptotic

reducing
it to O(h2),althoughfor
following
calculations
wechoose
7 = • whichcorresponds rateof theHOC scheme
to a moderate grading to the right.
The test problem was computed on a sequenceof uni• s
• .... eq
• for u = 20. The error
formlyrefinedgridsh = 4,

the case u -

20 the HOC

scheme is almost

an order of

magnitudemore accuratethan for the CDS.
This is encouraging,but the mesh gradation is mild and
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Figure 11' Convergenceresults for 1D convectiondiffusion
on a nonuniformgrid with differencedmetrics, u = 20.

Figure 12: Boundary layer results for the HOC scheme
•vith differencedmetrics, u = 500, ? = 0.9, and h =.

the Peclet number of 50 is quite moderate so the boundary
layer near x = I is relatively modest. The ability of the
method to function with more strongly graded meshesand
at higher convectionlevels is therefore relevant. In fact, if
faithful representationof the layer structure is desiredthen

lution is preciselythe gradingfunctionx(•) in (24). Let
us assumenow that the grid (and indirectlythe map) is
generatedby solving(25) accuratelyusinga uniformgrid.
Now (25) canbe usedas an auxiliaryrelationfor the difference
approximation
ofthemetrics
• and•d2g
at gridpoint

the mesh shouldbe graded so that there are a few grid

i. Specifically,we can use HOC methodologyto derive

points guaranteed to lie within the layer. Figure 12 shows
the boundary layer results for 1D convectiondiffusion on

a nonuniformgrid with u:

500, 7 = 0.9 and h = 1/40.

Clearly there is excellentagreementwith the exact solution
using only a few points to resolve the layer.

If the mapx(() is not knownexplicitly,it mayhavebeen
generated by the numerical solution of some differential

whichare O(h4) approximations
to the metricderivatives

equation(as in PDE grid generators).It is then possible of interest[17].
to recoverthe full O(h4) estimatesuggested
by (6) in a
Figure 13 showsthe convergenceresults for the case
manner analogous to the •vay in which the HOC scheme
where the metrics are computed using this auxiliary
was developedfor the governingtransport equation. To
illustrate this idea, let us introduce the boundary value
problem

(25)

d2x

d• 2

+ •r2z= •r2•,

•vith boundaryconditionsx(0) = 0, x(1) = 1, whichcorrespondsto a Helmholtz PDE grid generatorin 1D with
a positive sourceterm proportional to •. The exact so-

equation
•. The HOC methoddoesin factrecoverthe optimalO(h4) result.

•As an alternative
to utilizinga relationsuchas(25) in thisway,
one could simply use more adjacent grid points to approximate the
metric derivatives more accurately. While this is counter to the goals
of a compact representation,it may be acceptablesince the grid

metric coefficientscan be computedexplicitly prior to constructing
the HOC stencils. This impliesthat the HOC scheme(6) can be
constructed even for very irregular grids in 1D where there is no
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u = 20.0, AuxiliaryMetrics
le+00

.......

,

approximation
to (26) on a uniformgrid is

.......

(27)

le-01

1e-02

le-03

ijk

le-04

whereV'4 is the bi-harmonicoperator.The resultingsten-

le-05

le-06

UDS
m = 0.99
CDS
m = 2.00

le-07

o
.....
+
............

HOC [] :
m= 4.00

....

cil involvesall 27 grid points surroundingan arbitrary interior node, including the 8 corner points, and is depicted
in Figure 14, along with the resulting matrix coefficient
entries.

z

le-08

0.01

0.10

1.00

h, ComputationalMesh Size

3

14

1

Figure 13: Convergenceresultsfor 1D convectiondiffusion
on a nonuniform grid with approximated metrics using an
auxiliary equation, u:

x 30h2

20.

38
4.2

3D

Poisson

An O(hø) conspact
scheme
forLaplace's
equationin 2D has
beenavailablein the literaturefor sonhe
time [19,2]. Here,

Figure14: 27-PointO(h•) HOC Stencil.

Equation(27)is O(h•) accurate
onlyif the higher-order
a structured
grid,leadingto an O(h6) scheme
for the case derivatives of f can be computed analytically. If this is
not the case(equation(10) is a goodexample)thenweare
where the necessaryderivatives of the sourceterm can be

we present a construction for the 3D Poissonequation on

obtained
explicitly
andO(h4) wheredifferencing
isusedto
compute these derivatives.

limitedto O(h4). Neglecting
the O(h4) termsfrom(27)

yields a simpler stencil, depicted in Figure 15, that does
not involve the 8 corner nodes of the associated cube.

Consider the Poissonequation

As a 3D test casewe constructed a problem with a non-

zeroforcingfunction.For the domainF• = (0, 1)3 with
4>- 0 on the entire boundary &F•and forcing function

f = -37r2sin7rxsin7rysin7rz,
for specifiedforcingfunction f in 3D domain F• with appropriate boundary conditions on c9F•. Using the same
approach as in the rest of this work, a sixth-order HOC

the exactsolutionto (26) is
sin rrx sin 7rysin 7rz.

specifiedalgebraic mapping function or PDE grid generator a priori.
For example. the mapping x(•) could be constructedfor a set of

points{x•} usingthe Lagrangebasison the domain.

The results for central differencing,fourth-order compact

(HOC4) andsixth-ordercompact(HOC6) are presentedin
Figure16. The sequence
of meshsizesis h - 2• • 4'• 6•
• •'1
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le-01

1
le-02

le-03

10 ,
le-04

Figure15: 19-PointO(h4) HOC Stencil.

and• andratherthanmeasure
theerrorat a single
point,

le-05
CDS
m=1.86
HOC4
m=3.89
HOC6

le-06

we examine a more global measure of the error, namely

m=5.89

le-07

eijk

E __

•
0.10

*
.....
+
[]
- - -

........
1.00
h

N

where .¾ is the total number of grid points and eijk =

Figure 16: ConvergenceRates for 3D model problem.

o•.3•,.
- o(x•.y3.z•). The predictedconvergence
rateswere
achieved.

5

issuesthat still need to be investigated with regard to
these higher-ordercompact schemes. These include their
usefor multi-grid problems,post-processingstrategiesand

Conclusions

In this study we describe a strategy for developingHOC
differenceformulas and demonstrate the performance of
such schemesfor representative problems in one, two, and
three dimensions. The methods are appealing since they
provide high accuracyon coarsegrids and this can significantly impact CPU time, particularly in 2D and 3D appli-

mixed methods(for example,we have recentlyextended
the methodto mixed methodsfor elliptic problems).Finally, we remark that the main difficulty we perceiveis the
formidablealgebrathat must be carried out to formulate
the method for more complex PDEs. Symbolic manipulators hold somepromisehere but have not produceduseful
results to date.

cations such as the viscous flow example where results on

a 41 x 41 HOC grid are superior to those in the literature
for a 129 x 129 grid using a more conventionalmethod.
We have also shown that the methods may be more robust
insofar as numerical

oscillations

are concerned.

Some extensionsto nonuniform grids obtained by mapping are also consideredand we are presently extending
the approachto certain classesof nonlinearproblems. The
presenttreatment considersonly equilibrium problemsbut
clearly can be applied to evolution PDEs. Indeed there are
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